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“Not only are they teaching their students to read, write and spell,
they are teaching the analytical skills for learning.”
Marcia Henry, author of Unlocking Literacy, discussing two teachers she observed
implementing Teaching How the Written Word Works
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This book presents a series of lessons that are designed to help teachers develop
their understanding of the morphological structure of English spelling. It uses the
linguistic tools of the word sum and the matrix to help students and teachers
investigate the spelling-meaning connection of words through a scientific approach
described as “structured word inquiry.” John Kirby and I chose that phrase to
characterize the instructional approach of our Grade 4/5 instructional study (Bowers
& Kirby, 2010). The main set of lessons in this book are built on the lessons I used
in the the instruction during that intervention which found generative vocabulary
gains for the experimental group. !

In May 2013, I made some revisions to the text as I ran out of copies of the the first print run. I took that
opportunity to do an edit for typos I had discovered, clarify wording here and there and to update a few
links. Most of the changes are minor, but there is one important change that is also a learning opportunity. !
If I am going to recommend a scientific approach to understanding spelling, I had better share the
scientific evidence I have discovered for a refined analysis of one of my matrices!!
Some time after the publication of the previous version, I became aware of evidence that the matrix for
<sign> on the very first lesson has a misleading analysis. As a result I made the following revision:!
Can you see the change in the new matrix?!

My original <sign> matrix

My revised <sign> matrix

If you look carefully, you’ll see that my original matrix represented the word <signify> and suggested that
this word was built with a suffix <-ify>. Why did I take that out of the second matrix? (I added the <-er>
suffix not due to an error, but simply to represent more words.)!
The word <signify> does have a <sign> base from the Latin root ‘signum’ for “mark, token” that all of the
words in this family share. I discovered evidence, however, that there is no <-ify> suffix! It turns out that
this letter sequence is a combination of a connecting vowel letter <-i-> and the bound base <fy> from the
Latin root ‘facere' for "to make". !
For evidence of this analysis, and to clarify the concept of connecting vowel letters and “combining forms”
I recommend that you go to the Real Spelling Gallery at this link. Explore the Morphology Album and
watch the films I’ve marked from a screen shot of some of some of the tutorial films in that album. (See
next page.)!
False vs. Incomplete Analysis!
My error provides a nice illustration of a key feature of the matrix and the word sum. They allow for
incomplete analysis, but they resist false analysis. !

!
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A <scientific> Word Net!
Go to this link for an excellent Real
Spelling video of a word net which
uses the bound base <fic> (related
to <fy>) that we find in the word
<scientific>.!

Consider this word sum:!
sci + ent + i + fic → scientific

Screen shot of some of the tutorial films in the
Morphology Album of the Real Spelling Gallery

False Analysis: The morphological frame provided by the word sum and matrix make it difficult for users
to make a false morphological analysis — one that violates a morphemic boundary.!
For example, consider constructing a word sum for the word <question> based on the hypothesis of a
suffix spelled <-tion>: *ques + tion → question.!
To accept this false analysis we have accept that the base is <*ques> — a conclusion which makes no
sense. After using the word sum to reject the common first hypothesis, we are likely to try the alternative
hypothesis of an <-ion> suffix with this analysis: quest + ion → question. !
This analysis makes sense as we perceive that asking a question is literally to go on a “quest” for
understanding. Not only does the word sum guide us to reject a false hypothesis, it helps us find more
plausible hypotheses to test. (See more on the ‘structure and meaning test’ at this link.)!
Incomplete Analysis: The matrix and word sum do not resist incomplete analyses in the same way. My
first matrix with an <-ify> suffix does not violate a morphemic boundary. Thus the matrix allowed me to
continue with this holding position until further evidence came to light that confirmed a deeper analysis.
Notice, however, that incomplete analysis of <-ify> as a suffix does not interfere with understanding the
meaning of the word <signify>. !
Healthy understanding can continue to grow on incomplete analysis but not on false analysis. !
We may purposely choose to construct a word sum that does not offer full analysis. We do the same thing
in math with fractions. There could be good reasons to use the fraction 5/10 even though we know it is not
“fully reduced” to 1/2. My error was that I presented my matrix thinking it was showing only individual
morphemes. Once I realized this error, I needed to share my new learning. !
Why didn’t I include a deeper analysis in the revised matrix?!
Of course I could have replaced my first matrix with one like the one at
right (created from the Mini-Matrix-Maker). I simply made the choice
not not introduce the concept of the connecting vowel letter and the
bound base on the first lesson in my book. Some teachers, however,
may find that when they teach this lesson questions about the word
<signify> surface. Now you have all the information that you need to
be able to explore that question if you choose!!

Revised Lesson!
The next page includes the revised version of page one that you can use if you bought the previous
version of the book.!
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Name______________

Activity Sheet #1
Word Building: Using a Real Spelling™ Word Matrix
A WORD MATRIX USUALLY ONLY SHOWS SOME POSSIBLE WORDS. YOU CAN OFTEN
FIND MORE IF YOU TRY!
Rules for reading a word matrix:
al
• Read a matrix from left to right.
re
ing
• Make only single, complete words from a matrix.
ed
• Only build words you can use in a sentence.
as
er
• You don’t have to take an element from every
column of a matrix – BUT...
ment
• You must not ‘leapfrog’ over a column.
re de
ate ure
• WATCH THE JOINS! Sometimes changes happen
where you add a suffix.

sign

Build words with your cut out prefixes and suffixes on the base <sign>. Once you have built a
word, write the word sum as modeled in 1 and 2.

Part A:
_____________ _______ _____________
prefix(es)-

base

- suffix(es)

1) sign + al

 signal

2) as + sign + ment

 assignment

3) ____________________  ___________________
4) ____________________  ___________________
5) ____________________  ___________________
6) ____________________  ___________________
7) ____________________  ___________________
8) ____________________  ___________________
9) ____________________  ___________________
10)____________________  ___________________
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Real Spelling Tool Box™ Connection
3E - The base elements <sci> and <sign>
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